
        VIGHNESWAR VIDHYA MANDIR MATRIC HR. SEC. SCHOOL.
                          PRE-MIDTERM.MORNING TEST 2019-2020
NAME:
CLASS: XII-B
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
DATE: 23/07/2019
MARKS: 40
EXNO:
                                                                                                                                    

I. SYNONYMS:                                                                      3*1=3

1. Tender -
2. Opera  -
3. Brim -

                                                                                                                                                                     
II. ANTONYMS:                                                                           3*1=3

4. Subsidary  x
5. Probably   x
6. Murmured x

                                                                                                                                                                     
III.ANSWER THE FOLLOWING IN 2 MARKS:                    5*2=10

7. Who took the author to Cubicle?
8. Does the author like to drink tea with sugar . Explain ?
9. How does the taste of  Army tea?
10. State the 2 & 9 rules to prepare a perfect tea?
11. Desccribe the nicola and jacopo?

                                                                                                                                                                     
IV. ANSWER IN PARAGRAPH                                                       1*5=5

12. How does the presence of Richard parker influence the attitude of pi during his travel?
                                                         (OR)
Write the short paragraph about you understand in the story of “ THE HOUR OF TRUTH”

                                                                                                                                                                     
V. ERC                                                                                                   2*3=6

13. I will maintain until my death.
14. It's the tree's lament,an eerie speech,...
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VI.    APPRECIATION QUESTIONS                                                               5*1=5

15. What is mean by “Borrowdale”?
16. What does the poet recollects herself?
17. When earth lay tranced in a dreamless swoon -Mention figure of speech
18. Who could have got in the castle?
19. What is mean by “wizend”?
VII.  THINK THROUGH GRAMMER:                                                 8*1=8

20. Expand “SARS”  -   a) Small Acute Respiratory Syndrome    b)Short And Rest Session 
c) Security Of  Andrapradesh Range Sensor  d) Short America Revenge Start

21. Choose the correct compound word “ Adjective+ Noun”
a) sewing machine    b) drawing Room   c) soft ware     d) Wind proof 

22. Write the Borrowed  word:  “Fax pas”
a) Middle course   b)  remark      c)  totally     d) in fact

23. Question tag   :  My mother rarely travels in bus.                 ?
24. Phrasel verbs :  “Lay by”   a) Continue   b) spoke to   c) bank on    d) saw
25. Blended words  : “Brunch”.   
26. British english  : Storm.
27. Syllabification :  Electronic.
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